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ABSTRACT 

The classical SOR method replaces an invertible (cyclic) linear system (I, - 
B)x = f with a family of systems (I, - B,)x = f, where, for some optimal scalar 

w = wh. the spectrum of B,,, is circular-the eigenvalues of B are linearly placed, 
falling on the real line. Moreover, the spectral radius of go,, is less than that of B. 
Similarly, this paper explores a tensor mechanism which converts (more general) 
systems (I, - B)x = f to equivalent systems (I,, - 8)f = f where the spectrum of B 
may be “plus-shaped,” the spectrum of L? is circular, and 2’ = col[O, x]. As in the SOR 
theory, the spectral radius of g is less than that of B. Among other things, we 
recapture the results of the SOR theory, improve on some known results, and extend 
our theory directly to matrices I, - B which need not be symmetric yet have real 
(plus- and minus-valued) eigenvalues. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Given the invertible n X rz linear system in the form 

(I,-B)x=f, spectral radius of B is p(B). (1.1) 

Then the iteration matrix B and the right-hand side f of (1.1) are used in the 
standard stationary iterative scheme to construct the following sequence: 

Yk=BYk-1+f, k = 1,2,3 ,..., (1.2.a) 
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where 

yk+x iff p(B)<l, (1.2.b) 

and where the starting vector y,, is arbitrary. To accelerate the convergence 
of (1.2), we assume that (1.1) is replaced by an equivalent system 

(I,-B)r=f, spectral radius of B is p (B), (1.3) 

where the vector solution x is the same for both (1.1) and (1.3). Analogous to 
(1.2), we now construct a competing sequence 

gk=@-1+f> k =1,2,3 ,..., (1.4.a) 

where 

Qk+x iff p(B)<l, (1.4.b) 

and where the starting vector ~a is arbitrary. The system (1.4) is an 
acceleration of (1.2) when p(B) < 1 and p(B) < p(B). In fact, we can say 
more: The asymptotic rate of convergence and the step count for the 
sequence (1.2) are defined by the iteration matrix B as follows: 

1 
step count = - log,, P(B) , 

(1.5) 

asymptotic rate of convergence = - log,, p( B) . 

The step count asymptotically predicts the number of iterations that suffice 
for the sequence (1.2) to acquire one additional place of accuracy in the 
base-10 number system (hence the use of log,, instead of In). 

REMARK. Any system (1.1) where 1 G a(B) can be multiplied through 
by I, + B to obtain an equivalent system (1.3) of form 

(Z,+B)(Z,-B)x=(Z,+B)f, 

or 

,(Zn -_“‘,x,=_(‘” t “,f, 

I, - B f 
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where the iteration matrix B = B’. However, the condition number of B is 
roughly the square of that of B. Hence, if (I, - B)x = f is badly condi- 
tioned, then (I, - B)x = f is even worse: iterative solution for the new 
system may produce extreme inaccuracies. If B is not badly conditioned, 
then there are advantages to this conversion; cf. [5]. 

In our own parallel algorithm, we nevertheless use this potentially 
unstable B2-but notice that we apply B2 only to the “error” sequence 
uj + 0 [see (7.4), (7.511. This is not the case in the standard iterative 
sequences (1.2) and (I.4), where B2 = B (and the consequences of ill-condi- 
tioning) would be applied to the entire vector in each iterate. 

OTHER WORK. This paper is motivated by several earlier works of others. 
For example, in the early 1970s Sisler [19-211 studied two-parameter SOR 
methods, as did Hadjidimos [9] in 1978. Also, Kredell [ll] in 1962 and 
Niethammer [16] in 1979 extended the SOR theory to two parameters and 
weakened the cyclicity requirement. They showed that for (I, - B)x = f 
where B is skew symmetric and cyclic, an SOR-type system with a reduced 
spectral radius p can be constructed. We obtain the same value for the 
spectral radius in (10.12) without assuming the antisymmetry or cyclic 
property. Investigations by Eiermann and Niethammer [6] considered more 
general systems with compact spectra. Also, de Pillis and Neumann 141, 
Niethammer and Varga [lS], and Niethammer, de Pillis, and Varga [17] 
developed k-step techniques to form extended iteration sequences like (1.4). 
Semiiterative methods (SIMS), generalizing the previous Euler methods for 
compact spectra, were studied by Niethammer and Varga in [18]. Then, in 
151, Eiermann, Li, and Varga give particular attention to the case when the 
spectrum of B is “plus-shaped.” Th eir equivalent system has an optimal 
spectral radius K’ whose asymptotic convergence rate R = -log,, ri; is half 
that of our P,,~ given in (10.3), i.e., r2’ =~j~,~. 

EXAMPLE (The SOR model). One model of an acceleration scheme 
where the iteration matrix B of (1.1) is replaced by a matrix B in (1.3) with 
smaller spectral radius is found in the standard SOR model [23, 241. In this 
theory, if the original iteration matrix B of (1.1) with spectral radius 
p(B) = p < 1 has certain characteristics (viz., B is e-cyclic and has spectrum 
in the real interval [ - p,p]), then an w-parametrized family of equivalent 
systems (1.3) can be formed where B = B(w) [and associated right-hand 
sides f(u)] can be constructed with the following well-known linkage 
between the eigenvalues Z.L of B and A of B(w): 

a(B(w))={h:(A+ o-1)2-h&r2=0,~E~(B)}. (1.6.a) 
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Equivalently, 

a(B(o)) = {kA2- [/A 2W”+2(1-w)]h+(l-w)“=O,CLECT(B) . 
1 

P(P) q(lJL) 
(1.6.b) 

The optimal parameter w = oh [i.e., the w that minimizes @C&w))] depends 
only on p(B), the spectral radius of B. These optimal constants are given by 

2 

wb= I+dm’ 
(optimal w) = wh, 

(1.7) 

PSoR=P(&%))=%--1 (minimal spectral radius) 

REMARK. We will recapture these same results (1.7) using different 
(tensor) techniques [cf. (lO.S)]. In fact, using a “gap” in the spectrum o(B) 
(whether the SOR theory applies or not), we can find an improved spectral 
radius p’, which is strictly less than tiSOR = wI, - 1 of (1.7). 

REMARK. Many other generalizations in this paper are inspired by this 
powerful SOR theory. To cite another example, note that the well-known 
formula (1.6.a) which links the eigenvalues A and p, when considered in its 
nonstandard form (1.6.b), shows us a h-polynomial with coefficients 
p(p), q(p) that are themselves polynomials in the eigenvalues p E a(B). 
This particular structure motivates Definition 4.4. 

Here is a section-by-section overview of the paper: 

Section 2. Eigenvalues of tensor sums. Our accelerating iteration ma- 
trix, the analog to Z? of (I.3), will be defined in terms of the tensor, or 
Kronecker, product (2.1) of certain auxiliary matrices P, Q, and R. 

Section 3. The consistency condition. We introduce consistency con- 
straints (3.2) on auxiliary matrices P, Q, and R [which define BpyA in 
(3.3.a)] to ensure that the solution vector x’ of the (accelerating) tensor 
system (ZSn - BpOR )? = f relates to th e solution vector x of the original 
system (I, - B)x = f [cf. (3.3.b)]. 

Section 4. The two-by-two case. The Auxiliary matrices P, Q, and R 
are henceforth set to dimension 2 X2. This allows a clear picture of their 
matrix entries (4.1) along with a complete characterization (4.4) of the 
eigenvalues A of BpOR in terms of well-defined spectral polynomials p and 
q; cf. (4.5), (4.6.a), and (4.6.b). In this section, solutions x and x’ are related 
by the simple embedding 5 = col[O, r], as we see in (4.2). 
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Section 5. Linking polynomials and matrices. With matrices P, Q, and 
R having dimension 2 X 2, we establish a quasiinverse principle, viz., we can 
first specify the tensor iteration matrix BpqR and then find auxiliary matrices 
P, Q, and R, and vice versa. See (5.1.a) and (5.1.b). 

Section 6. Matrices P, Q, and R from polynomials p and q. Not all 
polynomial pairs can induce consistent auxiliary matrix triples P, Q, and R 
-the matrix triples P, Q, R ultimately induce tensor iteration matrices 
B PQR. In this section, we characterize those spectral polynomials p and q 
which induce such triples of consistent auxiliary matrices P, Q, and R. 

Section 7. The parallel algorithm. The tensor format for the equivalent 
system (I,, - BpOR )x’ = f is here interpreted as a decoupled pair of itera- 
tions (7.4) which can be computed simultaneously, i.e., in parallel. In (7.4) 
the coefficients of the parallel sequences are given in terms of the polynomi- 
als p and q, while in (7.7), the sequences are given in terms of the matrix 
triple P, Q, R. 

Section 8. When IhI is constant. We now require a circular spectrum 

for RPQR, and so we study those spectral polynomials which lead to this 
result. Accordingly, we establish the notion of the normalized polynomial 
(8.9) whose value $(I) at the point z = 1 completely determines p(Z?,oR); cf. 
(8.3). 

Section 9. The Three-Step Algorithm. In this section, we fold results of 
the previous sections into a cohesive three-step iterative (parallel) algorithm 
for finding the solution vector to the equivalent tensor system. 

Section 10. Examples. The three-step algorithm of Section 9 is applied 
to particular examples. We consider iterative solution of Ax = (I, - B)x = f 
where each eigenvalue in the spectrum of B (i) is either real or pure 
imaginary [a(B) is “plus-shaped’], (ii) is only real, (iii) is only imaginary, (iv) 
straddles z = 1. Improvements in known results occur in (ii) and (iii) when a 
gap is present in a(B). 

2. EIGENVALUES OF TENSOR SUMS 

DEFINITION 2.1. Given an m X n matrix A = (ai,j), i = 1,2,. . . , m, j = 
1,2,..., n along with any r x s matrix B. Then the Kronecker or tensor 
product of A with B is the mr X ns scalar matrix which, in block partitioned 
form, is given by 
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THEOREM 2.2. Given any three p X p matrices P, Q, R and an n X n 
matrix B. Then the pn X pn matrix BPOR defined by 

B PQR=(P@BBk~)+(Q@Bk~)+(R@Bk2), O<k,<k,<k,, (2.2) 

has all its pn eigenvalues A E u(B,~,) expressed in terms of the determinants 

of p X p matrices as follows: 

+jpQR) = (h:det(pkoP +pk’Q+pkzR - AZ,) =o, P l (B)). (2.3) 

Proof. The Kronecker product A@ B of (2.1) is unitarily similar (via 
permutations) to B@A. Hence, the eigenvalues of BpQR of (2.2) and d agree, 
where 

6=(Bk”BP)+(Bk’@Q)+(BkWI), O<k,<k,<k,. (2.4) 

There is a unitary matrix U which puts n X n matrix B into upper-triangular 
form, using either Schur or Jordan form, i.e., 

which, when substituted into (2.4) [ see (2.01, gives the block upper-triangu- 

lar pn X pn matrix 

(2.5) 

The equation (2.5) depends on the property that for any appropriately 
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dimensioned matrices M,, N,, M,, and N,, (2.1) gives us the identity 

(M,@N,)(M,@N,) = M,M,BN,N,. (2.6) 

It follows that the pn-element spectra of the matrix BPQR (2.2), of c’ (2.4), 
and of (U-‘@Z,)c’(U@Z,) (2.5) all agree. Appealing to the form (2.5), we see 
that the eigenvalues are just the union of eigenvalue k-tuples gotten from 
each of the n k X k matrices along the diagonal. That is, 

A E a(B,oa)iff det(B,o, - AZ,“) = 0 

iff det(e - AZ,,) = 0 

ifffi dct(EL~OP+CL:lQ+I_L:“R-AZ,)=O, 
i=l 

where Z.L~EU(B), i=1,2 ,..., n. This implies (2.3), and the theorem is 

proved. w 

3. THE CONSISTENCY CONDITION 

We present some terminology which we will use in all our subsequent 
study of tensor forms (2.2). 

DEFINITION 3.1. Given any n X n matrix B. Then for any p X p matri- 
ces P, Q, and R, the pn X pn matrix 

%Q,R = (PsZ,)+(Q@B)+(RsBk) (3.1) 

is called the tensor equivalent of B, and the p X p matrices P, Q, and R are 
called the auxiliary matrices. The auxiliary matrices P, Q, and R are said to 
be consistent if and only if for some nonzero p-vector e, we have 

(I,-P)e=Qe and Re-0. (3.2) 

REMARK. This work represents a significant extension of [3], which only 
deals with (3.1) when R = 0. 
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REMARK. We may ask, what relation exists between solution vector f 
for the tensor system (Za, - Z?,o,)x’ = f and solution vector r for our 
original system (I - B)r = f? The next theorem shows that the consistency 
condition (3.2) is the key property which relates the two solutions [see (3.3.b) 
immediately following]. 

THEOREM 3.2. Given the n x n matrix B and p X p consistent auxiliary 
matrices P, Q, and R which define tipOR as per (3.1) with k > 2, i.e., 

BPQR = P@Z+Q@B+ RBBk, k 22. (3.3.a) 

Assume that p X p matrices P, Q, and R are consistent in the sense of (3.2). 
Then for all n-vectors x, 

(Zv,-8PQR)(e@x) =Qe@(Z,-B)x 
V 

x’ 
i 

/ 

(3.3.b) 

f 

Proof. Consider the following chain of equalities: 

(Zpn - Z&&e@4 

= (Z,@Z, - P@Z, - Q@B - R@Bk)( e@x) from (3.3.a) 

=([I,-P]@Z,-Q@B-RROB~)(~@X) (factor out I,) 

= [ZP- P]eBx -Qe@Bx - Re@Bkx using (2.6) 

= Qe@ (I, - B)x +00x 

7- 

from (3.2), 

which establishes (3.3.b), proving the theorem. n 

REMARK. We have noted that the tensor system (3.3.b) differs in one 
significant way horn the equivalent systems we first described-the solution 
vectors x of the two systems (1.1) and (1.3) were equal. But in the present 
case, the solution vectors x of the original system (1.1) and 5 of the 
“equivalent” system (I,, - B,o,)x’ = f of (3.3.b) do not agree. However 
(even though x’ # x), the tensor structure x’ = e@x allows us to pass easily 
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from one solution vector to the other. In fact, we shall see in Section 4 that 
when the matrices P, Q, and R in (3.3.a) are only 2 x 2, then x’ = col[O, x]. 

The next result tells us that eigenvalue 1 E a(B) implies eigenvalue 

I E a(B,,,). 

COROLL.ARY 3.3. Given consistent auxiliary matrices P, Q, and R and an 
n X n matrix B which defines BpOR according to (3.1) with k > 2. Then 

p=l~o(B) implies A = 1 E C+&J. (3.4) 

Proof. To say /_L = 1 is an eigenvalue of the matrix B is to say that 
Bx, = 1 'x0 for some x0 # 0. Since (3.3.b) is valid for all x, set x equal to the 
eigenvector x0 to obtain 

(Zzn - Z?,QR)(ec3x,) = Qe80 = 0, where Bx, = l-x,, 

which implies 

(e@x,) = BPOR(e@x,). 

This says e@ x,, is an eigenvector of the 2n X 2n matrix fipOR with corre- 
sponding eigenvalue A = 1, which establishes (3.4). This ends the proof. w 

REMARK. The converse to (3.4) is not necessarily true. 

4. THE TWO-BY-TWO CASE 

Henceforth, the consistent auxiliary matrices P, Q, and R (3.2) which 
define BPQR (3.3.a) will have dimension 2 x 2. 

THEOREM 4.1. Given an n X n matrix B and 2 X2 auxiliary matrices P, 
Q, and R which define the 2 n X 2 n matrix BpQR as described by (3.3.a). Then 
P, Q, and R are consistent in the sense of (3.2) if and only af, by similarity 
transf&mation, they take the form 
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Proof. We show (3.2) + (4.1). Since P, Q, and R are only 2 X2, we 
deduce from the second equality of (3.2) that rank(R) is one. But any 2 X 2 
matrix of rank one can only have a diagonal Jordan form, i.e., the Jordan- 
similar form for R given in (4.1). Now apply the same Jordan similarity 
transformation to the remaining matrices P and Q to obtain (4.1). [Note: The 
similarity transformation does not change the determinant of (2.3).] Now 
(4.1) tells us that 

0 e= 
[ 1 1 

is the null vector of R. The vector e also satisfies the second equality of the 
consistency condition (3.2). But to satisfy the first equality of (3.2) as well, 
the second columns of the 2 X 2 matrices I, - P and Q must agree. This 
justifies the form for P and Q in (4.1). 

To show (4.1) + (3.2), the converse, we need only substitute (4.1) into 

(3.2) using e = 0 

[ 1 1 . The proof is done. n 

The general form (3.3.b) can be specified in the next corollary when the 
p X p consistent auxiliary matrices P, Q, and R are 2 X 2. 

COROLLARY 4.2. Given the n X n linear system (I, - B)x = f. Then jbr 
any consistent 2x2 auxiliary matrices P, Q, and R, the tensor equivalent 
system (3.3.b) is unitarily equivalent to the form 

(4.2) 

Proof. Let the 2 x 1 matrix 

0 
e= 

[ 1 1 ’ 

and substitute the unitarily equivalent form (4.1) for P, Q, and R into 
(3.3.b). n 
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THEOREM 4.3. Let 2n X2n matrix BpQR (3.1) be defined by 

BpOR = P@Z, + QsB + R&B&, where k>2. (4.3) 

Suppose the 2 ~2 consistent auxiliary matrices P, Q, and R are given by 
(4.1). Then the eigenvalues of BPQR are given by 

‘T(B,qR)={/\:h2-P(~)A+q(~L)=0,~E(+(B)} (4.4) 

with polynomials p and q taking the form 

P(P) = akpk + alp + a,, 

4(P) = bk+#k+’ + bkl.Lk + bz$ + blp + b,, k 2 2. (4.5) 

More spec$cally, the relation of the eight coeficients {ak, a,, ao}, 

(b &+ 1, bk, b,, b,, b,} of the polynomials p and q (4.5) to the seven coeficients 

4117 912, 97.1, 922, Pll, Pa, and r of the matrices P, Q, and R (4.1) is 
described as follows: 

p(p)= Lr3 pk+ [qll+q221~+ D+Pll-q221, (4.6.a) 
- 

ak a1 a0 

q(p)= [rq221Wk+’ + [r(l- q22)l ELk (kz2) 

Y-- k+l bk 

+ Lq11922 - q12q211~2 

b2 

+ [%lQ - 922) + Pllqzz + q12q21- P2lql21 CL1 

bl 

+ [Pdl- 922) + P21%21 I-Lo. 

b0 

(4.6.b) 

Moreover, it is always true that the polynomials p and q of (4.4) have the 

property 

l- p(1) + q(1) = 0. (4.6.~) 

Proof. To show that (4.4) is valid, with polynomials taking the form (4.5) 
[or more specifically the form (4.6.a), (4.6.b)], compute the determinant (2.3) 
directly, using P, Q, and R given by (4.1). 
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Now consider p(l) and q(l) in Equation (4.4) by simply setting /_L = 1 E 

a(B). From (3.4), /_L = 1 implies A = 1, which brings (4.4) to the form (4.6.~). 
The theorem is proved. n 

The polynomials of (4.5), h h w ic we shall study in more detail, are named 
as follows. 

DEFINITION 4.4. hy polynomials p and q of degree k and k + 1 taking 
the form (4.5) with the condition (4.6.c), viz., 

I-p(I)+q(I)=O, 

are called spectral polynomials. 

(4.7) 

REMARK. The spectral polynomials p and q of (4.5) are generalizations 
of the polynomials we encountered in (1.6.b). 

5. LINKING POLYNOMIALS AND MATRICES 

Recall that polynomials p and q (4.5) and 2X2 auxiliary matrices P, Q, 
and R (4.1) are linked by the system of eight nonlinear equations of (4.6.a) 
and (4.6.b). [Each of the eight braces of (4.6.a), (4.6.b) corresponds to one 
equation.] 

The nonlinearity of the eight equations implicit in (4.6.a) and (4.6.b) can 
be removed if we regard the coefficients q12 and qs2 as arbitrary but fixed. 
Accordingly, from (4.6.a) and (4.6.b) we obtain the following matrix represen- 
tation of the 8 X 5 linear system whenever k > 2 in (4.3): 

1 0 0 0 0 
0 1 0 0 0 
0 0 1 0 0 

0 q22 0 - 912 0 

0 1 - 922 922 912 - q12 

0 0 l- 922 0 912 

q22 0 0 0 0 

l- 922 0 0 0 0 

A 

r 
411 

Pll 

921 

P21 I = 
ak 

al - qe2 

a0 - 1+ q22 

b, 
bl 
bo 

b k+l 

bk 

g 

k > 2. (5.1.a) 
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When k = 2 in (4.3), we get the following matrix representation of the 7 X 5 

linear system: 

1 0 0 0 0 
0 1 0 0 0 
0 0 1 0 0 

I- 922 922 0 -912 0 

0 1 - 922 922 912 - 912 

0 0 l-q,, 0 912 

922 0 0 0 0 

A 

I- 

411 

Pll 

921 

P21 

r 

I = a2 

al - 922 

a0 - 1+ 922 

b2 

bl 

b0 

b3 

g 

k = 2. (5.1,b) 

Solutions exist for the systems (5.l.a), (5.l.b) if and only if linear combina- 
tions of the rows of A are reflected in the rows of the right-hand side g. This 
will be discussed in the upcoming Theorems 6.1 and 6.2, respectively. 

REMARK. With the linking equations (5.1.a) and (5.1.b) we have the last 
link in the relationships among 

(i) a(Z?,,,), the spectrum of tensor matrix fiPQR, 
(ii) the spectral polynomials p and q, 
(iii) the consistent auxiliary matrices P, Q, and R, and 
(iv) the tensor matrix BpOR induced by P, Q, and R. 

The following table lists these connections: 

‘T(B,gR)=(h:A2-p(~)A+q(EL)=0,~~~(+(B)}. (5.2) 
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6. BUILDING MATRICES I’, Q, AND R FROM POLYNOMIALS 

P AND 4 

We concentrate on the linkage between the second and third columns of 
the table (5.2). In particular, this section studies the tensor matrices BpOR 
which can be constructed from given spectral polynomials p and 4. 

The first theorem (Theorem 6.1) will show that when k > 2 in (4.31, and 
hence in (4.5), then only certain spectral polynomials (6.1) can induce 2 X 2 
auxiliary matrices P, Q, and R which, in turn, define the tensor equivalent 
matrix BPQR. But as we see in the second theorem (Theorem 6.21, when 
k = 2, then any spectral polynomial pair p, 4 will induce auxiliary matrices 
P, Q, and R. 

THEOREM 6.1 (k > 2). Given spectral polynomials p and q (Definition 
4.4) having the form (4.51, where p has degree k > 2 in (4.5). Suppose the 
leading coeficients of p and q have the property 

b k+l + b, = ak # 0, k >2. (6.11 

Then there exist (a family of) 2 x 2 matrices P, Q, and R (4.1) for which 

B PQR=P@Z+Q@B+R@Bk 

and 

a(BPQR)={A:A2-p(~)h+q(~)=0, P-w). 

Proof. The connection between spectral polynomials p and q and 
matrices P, Q, and R when the degree of p is k > 2 is described by the 
linear system (5.I.a), which we denote here by Au = g. Note that the first 
five rows of the 8 X 5 matrix A form a basis of the row space. Accordingly, 
denoting row i of A by Ai, we can verify the following linear combinations: 

A,=-A,-A,+A,+A,, 

A, = e&1> 

A, = (l- qd Al’ 

(6.2) 

Existence of a well-defined solution vector of (5.1.a) requires that the same 
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linear combinations hold on the matrix A and column vector g simultane- 
ously. Applying the first linear combination in (6.2) to the rows of g in (5.1.a) 
gives us 

b, + b, + b, - (a,+a,) +l=O, or 

9(1)-(bk+l -bk)-[p(l)-]+l=O, from(4.5). (6.3) 

Since p and 9 are spectral polynomials (Definition 4.41, we automatically 
have the property 9(l)- p(l)+ 1 = 0: applying this condition to (6.3), we 
obtain b, + 1 + b, = uk, which agrees with our hypothesis (6.1). Now if we 
apply the second and third linear combinations of the matrix A (6.2) to the 
column vector g of (5.I.a), we again obtain bk+l + b, = uk along with the 
additional requirement that 

922 = bk+~ lak. 

That is, our hypothesis (6.1) guarantees a well-defined solution for the 
equations (5.1.a). We have shown that a family of 2 X 2 matrices P, Q, and R 
may be found (parametrized by scalars 9i2 # 0 so that BpOR can be con- 
structed. This ends the proof. n 

The next theorem considers spectral polynomials p and 9 where p has 
degree k = 2. In order for a consistent auxiliary triple of matrices P, Q, and 
R to exist so that BpOR can be constructed [whose spectrum a(B,,,) is 
governed by these polynomials as per (4.4)], we require no further con- 
straints on the polynomials. We present the theorem now. 

THEOREM 6.2 (k = 2). Given spectral polynomials p and 9 (Definition 
4.4) having the folm (4.51, where the polynomial p has degree k = 2 in (4.5). 
Then there exist (a family of) consistent auxiliary 2 X 2 matrices P, Q, and R 
(4.1) fm which 

GQR = P@Z+Q@B+ R@B2, 

where spOR has spectrum 

Proof. The connection between the spectral polynomials p and 9 and 
the consistent auxiliary matrices P, Q, and R when the degree of p is k = 2 
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is described by the linear system (5.I.b), where the first five rows of the 7 X 5 
matrix A are a basis of the row space. If row i of A is denoted by Ai, then 
we have the following linear combinations: 

A,=-A,-A,+A,+A,+(l-q,,)A,, 

(6.4) 
A, = 922A1. 

The two equations (6.4) involving rows of A, when applied to the corre- 
sponding rows of the right-hand column vector g of (5.l.b), yield 

(bo + h + b2) -(a,+a,+a,) +1+9,,a,=o, 

9(I) - b, - P(l) 
922a, = b,. 

These two equations reduce to the single equation 9(l) - p(1) + 1 = 0 for all 
scalars 922. This equality is guaranteed by the fact that p and 9 are spectral 
polynomials [see (4.7) of Definition 4.4.1 The proof is done. W 

The next theorem tells us that if the spectral polynomial 9(p) is constant 
(that is, the eigenvalues of 8rQR have constant modulus), then BpOR must be 
defined as in (4.3) with k = 2. 

THEOREM 6.3. Let the 2 X2 consistent auxiliary matrices P, Q, and R 
(4.1) define the tensor iteration matrix BpQR (4.3). Suppose P, Q, and R are 
defined by spectral polynomials p and 9 (4.5) where 9(p) = 90 is constant for 
all p. Then the degree of p is k = 2, and only the system (5.1.b) may be used 
to define the auxiliary matrices P, Q, and R. 

Proof. Assume k > 2. Now, to say each 9(p) = 9a for all p is to say that 
bk+l=bk=b2 = b, = 0 and b, = 90 in (4.5). If we apply the hypotheses 
(6.1) of Theorem 6.1, then we must conclude that uk, the leading coefficient 
of p, equals zero, too. But this implies that k < 1 (the degree of p is at most 
one) [see (4.5)], which contradicts the necessary requirement of Theorem 6.1, 
namely, that k > 2. This contradiction, then, forces us to accept the hypothe- 
sis that k = 2, so only Theorem 6.2 applies. Using this theorem, no further 
constraints are put on p and 9. The construction of the auxiliary matrices P, 
Q, and R from spectral polynomials p and 9 where k = 2 is given explicitly 
by (5.I.b), and the theorem is proved. W 
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7. THE PARALLEL ALGORITHM 

In this section, we study the system (I, - B)x = f and we detail the 
structure of the tensor equivalent system (I,, - BpQaXe@r)= Qe@f. In 
particular, we will consider the case when all eigenvalues A E a(B,o,) have 
constant modulus IAl = p’ and show that the 2n X 1 stationary iteration 
scheme (7.3) is in fact a pair of parallel n X 1 iteration schemes (7.4). But to 
achieve a circular spectrum for BPQR [as we shall see in (8.4) of Theorem 
8.11, we must assume that the spectral polynomial p is of degree two and the 
polynomial 9 is constant. 

Anticipating these constraints on p and 9. we describe the parallel 
algorithm in the next theorem. 

THEOREM 7.1. Given the n X n linear system (I, - B)r = f and a tensor 
equivalent system (I,, - BPQR )? = f as described by Definition 4.2 with 
BpOR given by (4.3), that is, 

B rOR = P@Z, + Q@B + RsB2. (7.1) 

Assume the consistent auxiliary matrices P, Q, and R are induced by spectral 
polynomials 

p(p) = asp2 + a,p + a, and 9(p) = b, (constant). (7.2) 

Then the 2n X 1 stationary iterative sequence 

( 7.3) 

. . . - &fined by the zteratton matrtx BpOR of (4.3), can be expressed (in terms of 
the polynomial coeficients ai, b,) as the pair of n X 1 parallel equations 

uj = (a,Z, + a,B + a,B2 - zn)uj-1-91B(zn- B)vj-1+9E?f, 

alZn + a,(Z, + B)]uj_l+ vj-1. 
(7.4) 
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Zf the sequences (uj} and ( vj} converge at all, then 

where (I,-R)r=f, (7.5) 

with asymptotic convergence rate R = -log,, p(I?,oa). 

Proof. We interpret the vectors Qj and f of (7.3) as in (3.3.b) to obtain 

uj 
Yj = vj . 
- [I 

First consider the tensor iterative system (7.3) with BPYR in the form (4.3) 
with k > 2 and consistent auxiliary matrices given by (4.1). These substitu- 
tions put (7.3) and (3.3.b) into the form 

(7.6) 

If we apply (2.1) to (4.I), the above equation takes the form 

uj [I[ = PHL + q11R + rRk 

‘j P,,Z” + q21R :::::::~~“Rl[3r:]+[~:::] 

I 

(Pllz” + 411R + rBk)Uj-l = 
(PfZl’f~ + q21B)Uj-l + (Pb?z” + q12B)vj-l + q12f 

+(P22z” + 922B)vj-1 I[ 1 q2z.f . 

The block matrix equation above resolves itself into the pair of iteration 
equations 

uj = (P,lZ, + q11R + r@)Uj-l+ ( Puz, + q12.B)vj-l + q12f3 vj = ( P!2Jz, + 4Z.1B)Uj-1 + ( P22z” + q22B)vj-1 + q22.f. 
j=1,2,3 )..., (7.7) 

which may be computed in parallel. We now invoke the hypothesis (7.1), 
which says that Bk = B2 in (7.7). Also, the degree of the polynomial p is 
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k = 2 from the hypothesis (7.2). Thus, we use the linear system (5.1.b) to 
relate the coefficients {pij}, {qij}, and r in (7.7) to the polynomial coeficients 
(a,} and b,. Also, the hypotheses (7.2) tell us that the spectral polynomial 
&L) = b, is constant, so that b, = b, = b, = 0. Since p and 9 are spectral 
polynomials, we have the further condition (4.71, which says 1 - a2 - a, - a, 
+ b, = 0. Substituting these values for {a,) and b, into (5.1.b) and solving 
for the coefficients (pij}, {qij}, and r gives us the equalities 

pi, = a, - 1, 

a, + a2 
P2i = 

412 ’ 

r=a,, 

411 = al, 

912 f 0 arbitrary, 

a2 

921 = G’ 

922 = 0. 

Finally, putting these values into (7.7) with k = 2 proves the validity of (7.4). 
The convergence statement, (7.51, follows from (3.3.b), since the solution 
vector 5 of the tensor equivalent system (Is, - BPQ,)r = f has the form 

This ends the proof. n 

REMARK. The asymptotic rate of convergence for the sequences (7.5) as 
defined in (1.5) will be given in more detail when we characterize the 
spectral radius p’ (8.3) of the iteration matrix BpOR in (7.6). 

8. WHEN IAl IS CONSTANT 

In this section, we study conditions which guarantee that the spectrum of 

Z&R is circular, i.e., for all eigenvalues A E a(B,oa), we have Jhl= 13, 
where 

c+&J = {k/v - p(p.)A + 9(F) = 0, p E 0)). (8.1) 
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We next address the question of what conditions suffice on the spectral 
polynomials p and 4 of (8.1) in order to induce a circular spectrum for BPQR. 

THEOREM 8.1. Given an n X n matrix B and a polynomial 3 of degree 2 
where 

-l~fi(p)<l forall peg(B) and l<fi(l). (8.2) 

Then for p’ < 1 deJined by 

o<~=fi(l)-~#(1)2-l <l, I < fi(I), (8.3) 

we obtain the spectral polynomial pair p and q [(4.7) of Definition 4.41 

P(P) ~f2/W4 and 9 ( p) ‘zf@” ( constant), (8.4) 

which induce consistent auxiliary matrices P, Q, and R (5.I.b), which then 
define the tensor equivalent BPYR (4.3) with circular spectrum, i.e., 

-+Lp) implies Ihl= p’. (8.5) 

That is, the spectral radius b = p(gPQR ). Moreover, p’ decreases as fi(l) 

increases. 

Proof. Consider a tensor matrix (4.3) with k = 2 where tipOR has 
circular spectrum, that is, A E a(B,o,) implies ]A] = p’. Now (8.1) character- 
izes these A in terms of spectral polynomials p(p) and Q(P) (4.4). As with 
any quadratic polynomial, the coefficients [polynomials p(p) and &L) in this 
case] are the sum and the product of the two roots A(p), A’(p), that is, 

P(P) = A(p) + A’(p), 

q(p) = A(PL (8.6) 

Since p(p) and (I(P), the A-coefficients in (8.11, are real-valued, there exists 

for each p E a(B) an angle 0, such that 

A(p) = p’e”‘c and A’( CL) = @e-“e forfixed p>O. (8.7) 
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Substituting the values of h(p) and A’(p) from (8.7) into (8.6), we obtain 

p(p) = 2ficos8, and q(p) = p”. 

Substitute this form for p and 4 back into (8.1), we obtain 

6(1(L) 
u BpOR = 

( Ii 

A:AZ-2fi cos0, A+ fi2 =O,/_LEC(B) . (8.8) 

PC/J) oZ I 

We use our given polynomial - 1 G e(p) < 1 of (8.2) to define the cosine 
term of (8.8): More exactly, fi(/.~) = cos 0, for each p E a(B) defines the 
angle 13~ in (8.8). 

Now that the spectral polynomials p and q are defined in (8.8) we see 
that (8.8) characterizes a spectrum (~(Bros ) which lies on the circle of fixed 
radius p’, proving (8.5). 

We next set /L = 1, which, from (3.4), f orces A = 1. Substituting /..L = A = 1 

into (8.8) gives us the equation 

which, when solved for p’ < 1, proves (8.3). (We discard the second solution 
where p’ > 1.) 

Finally, notice that the function g(r) = x - &?? has a negative 
derivative when x > 1. Thus from (8.3) we see that p’ decreases as 6(l) 
increases. This proves the last statement of the theorem, and the proof is 
done. n 

The previous theorem says, in effect, that once the polynomial 6 of (8.2) 
is defined, then the construction of BpOR with circular spectrum follows. We 
identify these important polynomials with the following definition. 

DEFINITION 8.2. Any quadratic polynomial fi with the properties 

lGjqp)<l for all P E o(B) (8.9) 

is called a normalized (spectral) polynomial for the matrix B. 

REMARK. We see from (8.8) and (8.9) that - 1 Q 3(p) < 1 only for 
p E a(B): The values of normalized polynomial $(/.L) when /.L E a(B) are not 
so constrained. 
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9. THE THREE-STEP ALGORITHM 

We have seen from (8.3) of Theorem 8.1 that p, the spectral radius of 
6 PQR, is completely determined by the single, positive value $1) of the 
normalized polynomial. Recall the final statement of Theorem 8.1, which says 
larger values of e(l) > 0 ensure smaller, or more favorable, values of 6 < 1. 

In this section, we recast the hypotheses of Theorem 8.1 as a three-step 

algorithm with a view toward maximizing fi(l) [which is equivalent to 
minimizing the spectral radius 6 = o(BPQR)I. 

We begin with the linear system Ax = (I, - B)x = f: 

Step 1. Given the geometry of eigenvalues a(B), construct the normalized 
quadratic polynomial 

$(/A) = ( a’,p2 + ci,/.L + 5,) -l<&(p)<1 forall peEa( (9.1) 

where B(l) > 1 is maximized. 
Step 2. Substitute B(l) from (9.1) into (8.3) to compute p’, i.e., 

O+?=@(l)-d@(l)“-1 <l, where 1<5(1). (9.2) 

Note: p’ = p( BPVR), the spectral radius of BPQR. 

Step 3. Use the scalars c?~ of (9.1) and p’ of (9.2) to compute the scalars 
a, = 2p’a’, [see (8.4)]. Accordingly, set 

a2 = 2p’a’, , a, = 2@,, a, = 2p’a’a. (9.3) 

This gives us the coefficients we need to implement the parallel 
sequences (7.4). 

The (Parallel) Iterations 
For arbitrary but fixed qi2 # 0, use the scalars (a,} of (9.3) to compute 

the iterations (7.4), viz., 

uk = (a,&, + U,B + a,B2 - &,)f+l- 912(&, - B)vk-l + 9mf’ 

vk - -~(u~z,.,,,(I.,B))~k-~+vk-~~ k =1,2,3 ,..., (9.4) 

for any initial vectors ua,va. 
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The Result 
The sequences (uk] and {uk} have the property that 

where (In-B)r=f. (9.5) 

Smce the spectral radms of BpQR is p’ [see (8.5)], the asymptotic convergence 
rate (1.5) for sequences (9.5) is R = -log,, p’. 

10. EXAMPLES 

Given a system Ax = (I, - B)x = f where the geometry of eigenvalues 
CL E (T(B) is known. In the following theorems, we present examples of 
corresponding spectral polynomials p and (constant) 9 = p2 where the 
induced equivalent system, (Ia, - BpQR)? = f, produces an iteration matrix 

Z&R with a spectrum which is “smaller” than that of B. 
We consider the system (I, - B)x = f in the following cases: 

(1) The spectrum of B is “plus-shaped,” i.e., the eigenvalues of B are 
either real or pure imaginary [see (10.1) of Theorem 10.11. 

(2) The spectrum a(B) has an “E-gap” that allows us to improve upon 
the SOR spectral radius [see (10.8) of Theorem 10.21. 

(3) The spectrum of B is pure imaginary and has an c-gap [see (10.12) of 
Theorem 10.31. 

(4) The real case: Here, A = I,, - B and the spectrum of B = I, - A may 
now straddle the point z = 1 [equivalently, a(A) may straddle the origin]. An 
important special case occurs when A = At is hermitian [see (10.18) of 
Theorem 10.41. 

THEOREM 10.1. Given a vector f and an n X n matrix B whose spectrum 
a(B) is “plus-shaped,” i.e., all eigenvalues are either real or pure imaginary. 
Specajkally, 

a(B) c,[ - p, ~1 lJ ,[ - i’, iTI,, O<p<l, o<r<w. (10.1) 

real imaginary 

Then the parallel iterative system (7.4) (or (9.4)) produces a convergent 
iterative sequence vj 4 x where (I,, - B)x = f, with ai given by 

4p’ 
a2 = - 

T2 + p2 ’ 
a, = 0, and a, = 2P(T2 - ‘“I , 

T2 +p2 
(10.2) 
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where 6 is computed as 

P = Pp,7 = 
2[1-J/(1+72)(1-P2)] +r2-P2 

T2 +p2 
< 1. (10.3) 

Moreover, vj + x with asymptotic rate of convergence (1.5) R = -log,, p’. 

Proof. 

Step 1 [Construct normalized polynomial fi over a(B)]. We need to 
define e(p) so that p(l) > 1 is maximal and - 1~ fi(/_~u> < 1 for all p E a(B) 
of (10.1). We first define the parabolic function fi which is concave upward 
over the real part of a(B), i.e., over the interval [ - p. pl C [ - 1, 11. Upward 
concavity will maximize the function fi at the endpoints of the interval 
[--l,l], i.e., #Xl)>1 will be maximized. Accordingly, define jS( - p) = 
B(p) = 1 to obtain 

where -l<a’,<l. (10.4) 

This determines ij over the real part of a(B). We now determine $(j~) over 
the imaginary part of a(B). Substitute /.L = iy (where i2 = - 1) into (10.4) to 
obtain 

y2 + a’,, where -r<y<r. (10.5) 

Note that the parabola $(iy) over iy E a(B) 

(i) has values which must fall between plus and minus one, 
(ii) is concave downward over y E [ - T,T]. 

Now set a’,, so that e(p) attains its minimum value, minus one, at the 
endpoints. Thus, from (10.5), fi( - ir) = $ir) = - 1 implies 

r2 - p2 
@(PI = -&/+ ~ T2 + p2 . 

(10.6) 
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Step 2 [Compute p’l. From (9.2), we obtain 

which, when substituted into (8.31, yields p’ as given in (10.3). 

Step 3 [Compute coefficients (ai), of p, ~1. Recall p(p) = 2@(p) 
and q(p) = fi2 from (9.3). With p’ of (10.3) in hand, the coefficients a’, (10X), 
we compute the coefficients ai of the spectral polynomial as given in (10.2). 
This allows us to construct the sequence vj + r as per (9.4). Convergence is 
guaranteed by (9.5), and the theorem is proved. n 

REMARK. Our spectral radius p’ is related to the spectral radius IZ of [5] 
by p’ = k2. Hence, the asymptotic convergence rate of p is twice that of t?. At 
the same time, if our iterative sequences (9.4) are performed sequentially 
and not in parallel, then we are doing (almost) twice the work-we say 
“almost” because, in (9.4), the second sequence vk entails fewer matrix-vec- 
tor multiplication operations than does the first sequence uk. 

We now come to an improvement of the classical SOR convergence rate 
(1.7) when a(B) has a central gap. 

THEOREM 10.2 (Reduction of &.OR). Given a vector f and an n X n 

matrix B whose (gapped) eigenvalues are real, that is, 

4Qc[-p,-+‘[v], O<e,cp<l. 

Then the parall.el iterative system (7.4) (or (9.4)) produces the convergent 
sequence vj -+ x, where (I, - B)x = f, with coefficients {a,) of (9.4) given by 

4p’, G%(P” + l “) 
a2 = - $ - l 2 ’ a,=O, and a,=- 

p2 - E2 
> (10.7) 

where p’, is computed as 

P, = 
2[1-j(1-p”)(l-E2)]-+e2 

p2 - E2 

(10.8) 
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where @soR is the SOR spectral radius of (1.71, i.e., 

2 
PSOR = 

1+dG 
-1. 

J. DE PILLIS 

Moreover, 0, of (10.8) is monotonically decreasing in E, and hence 0, = 1 is 

maximal ( p’, is largest, or worst) when E = 0. The asymptotic rate of 
convergence (1.5) of the sequence vj -+ x (9.5) is R, = -log,, p’,. 

Proof. 

Step 1 [Construct normalized polynomial fi over a(B)]. Define the 
quadratic F(P) = a’,$ + a’, over real o(B) to be concave upward: This will 
maximize $1) when, furthermore, we set @( - p) = fi(p) = 1 and $( - E) = 
3(e) = - 1, viz., 

- - 
a2 a, 

Step 2 [Compute p’]. From (10.9) we see that 

(10.9) 

2-$-Z 
1?(l)= p2__2 ’ 

which, when substituted into (8.31, gives us p’, as described by (10.8). 
Step 3 [Compute coefficients {aJ,{bjI of p,qI. From (9.3), P = 2M, 

which says that the coeffkients ai = 2p’a’,. Using p’ from (10.8) and a’i from 
(10.9), generate the sequence vj + x, for which, by (9.5) convergence is 
guaranteed by (9.4). Th is confirms the validity of (10.7). 

Finally, observe from (10.8) that 

$(PJ <o for all E > 0. 

Thus, the maxima of p, and of 0, occur when E = 0. In short, p, < pSOR, 
with equality occurring only when E = 0. The theorem is proved. W 
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REMARK. If the gap is closed, i.e., E = 0, then we recapture the result of 
the standard SOR theory. In other words, p0 = psoR of (1.7). 

We next exploit a similar spectral e-gap when o(B) is imaginary. A 
special case of imaginary spectrum for B occurs when B = - B’ is skew 
symmetric. 

THEOREM 10.3. Given a vector f and an n X n matrix B whose eigenval- 
ues are pure imaginary. That is, 

a(B)C[-in,-ii~]U[i~,i~], where O<E<T. (10.10) 

Then the parallel iterative system (7.4) (or (9.4)) produces a convergent 
sequence vj + x where (I, - B)x = f, with the coeficients {a,) of (9.4) given 

by 

4PT,, z&( 72 - 6”) 
a2=72> a, = 0, and a,= 72 - E2 ) (10.11) 

where p’,,, is computed by 

G-X-1 
p’,,, =0,,,\/1+72+l, 0<07,E<1, fmall O<E<T. (10.12) 

Moreover, 0, E is monotonically decreasing to zero as 
maximum value O,,, = 1 when E = 0. (This is when 
maximal .) 

E + r and has its 

A,, is worst, or 

Proof. 

Step 1 [Construct normalized polynomial fi over a(B)]. From the 
hypothesis (lO.lO), o(B) has typical element /_L = iy, where E Q ) yI 6 T. We 
define the normalized spectral polynomial (8.9) fi(p) over a(B) to take the 
form &(,uFL) = a’,/_~’ + 6,. For /_L = iy, then, 

f?(p) = p(iy) = - a’,y’+ 6,. (10.13) 

Now $1) = G, + a’, is maximized when both coefficients, a’, and Ha, are 
positive. This implies that @, as expressed in (10.13), is concave downward as 
a real-valued parabola on the gapped real subinterval of [ - r, r]. This allows 
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us to set maximum + 1 values for fi at the boundary points of the gapped 
interval, viz. 

jq - iT) = fi( iT) = - 1 

1 

2 r2 + l 2 
* 

jq - ie) = jq ie) = 1 
fi(P) = 72 /J2 + 72 . (10.14) 

- - 

a2 a0 

Step 2 [Compute p’l. From (10.14), we have that 

T2+e2+2 
@(l)= r2 -e2 ’ 

where 

43 1) T2 +1 
-= 
d(c2) 2(72_E2)2>o’ 

(10.15.a) 

(10.15.b) 

The important derivative property above shows that $1) increases as E -+ T. 
From Theorem 8.1, the spectral radius p’,., decreases, or “optimizes,” as E 
increases. Hence, the maximum (worst) value 
where e(1) = fi(l),i, is minimal. But at E = 0, 

T2+2 

of I%,. occurs when E = 0, 

which, when substituted into (9.2), gives us the maximal spectral radius 
(when E = O), 

0X-l 
I%,0 = 

GG-i+1. 

The minimum value, O,,, = 0, is approached as E + T. This follows because 
E -+ T also corresponds to the maximum value of &(l), which, from (10.15), 
approaches infinity. This establishes (10.12). 

Step 3 [Compute coefficients {a,},{bjl of p, 41. With the coefficients 
(10.14) and spectral radius (lO.ll), we compute the coefficients ai = 2p’T,eZi 
as indicated by (9.3). The proof is done. n 

REMARK. These results improve on those of Hagemann and Young [lo], 
in which Chebyshev acceleration for skew symmetric systems yields an 
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optimal spectral radius pnY > p’, = P~,~. More exactly, p&r = jj7,0. If the 
e-gap is exploited, then when E > 0, we have p& = p7,,, > @,,,p,. 

Straddling Spectrum 
We consider the case (I, - B)x = Ax = f, where the real eigenvalues of 

A can be positive and negative. For example, discrete models for elliptic 
partial differential equations with irregular boundaries are an important case 
where the matrix A has real spectrum but need not be symmetric. Also, in 
the solution of parabolic differential equations, the Crank-Nicholson method 
may produce hermitian matrices which are not definite, that is, eigenvalues 
of A may be plus and minus (see [l, pp. 546, 5641). A recent study of 
nonpositive symmetric matrices 

appears in [15]. Solution of this system is eventually reduced to the solution 
of a two-cycle consistently ordered system. 

REMARK (Normalizing the spectrum). Since A-’ exists, A has nonzero 
real eigenvalues Amin and A,, with smallest and largest absolute values, 
respectively. Without loss of generality, we may replace A with A /A,,, to 
guarantee a matrix whose spectrum lies in the gapped interval [ - 1, - E] U 
[E, 11, where E = lAmin /A,,[. 

THEOREM 10.4. Given a vector f and an n X n matrix A = I, - B whose 
eigenvalues straddle the origin (hence, eigenvalues of B = I, - A straddle 
z = 11, that is, 

a(A) c[-1, -~]u[~,l]; (10.16.a) 

equivalently, 

a(B)c[O,l-•]U[l+e,2], O,<e<l. (10.16.b) 

Then the parallel iterative system (7.4) (or (9.4)) produces a convergent 
sequence vj -+ x, where (I, - B)x = f with coeficients (ai1 of (9.4) given by 

- 46% W, 
az=l_E2 al=-, a, = -2p,, (10.17) 
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where PH is computed to be 

l--E 
PH=l+. 
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(10.18) 

Proof 

Step 1 [Construct normalized polynomial fi over a(B)]. Parabolas fi 
defined over a(B) (10.16) maximize fi(l) > 1 if they are concave downward. 
[The point z = 1 is the center of the spectral gap of a(B).] Moreover, $1) 
increases as the values of fi at the various endpoints of a(B) (10.16) are 
made as large as possible. In particular, set &(O) = fi(2) = - 1 and put 
$(l - E) = fi(l + E) = 1. With these constraints, we arrive at the following 
normalized polynomial over a(B): 

-2 4 
P(p)= - - 1-f’~2+~~~t2/~-+~ 

(10.19) 

a2 a1 

Step 2 [Compute b]. From (10.19), we see immediately that $(l)= 
(1+ l 2)/(1 - l 2) > 1. Th erefore, from (8.31, we obtain (10.18). 

Step 3 [Compute coefficients (aJ,{bj) of p, 93. In (9.3), we use 15,) from 
(10.19) and /jM from (10.18) to compute the coefficients {aJ of (10.17) which 
define the parallel pair of iterations (9.4), the result of which, (9.51, is the 
sequence vi -+ x, where (I, - B)x = f. The theorem is proved. n 

11. CONCLUDING REMARKS 

We mention two open questions. 

Extending Domains of Convergence 

The machinery of the spectral polynomials p and 9 should allow us to 
describe more general domains of convergence than the “plus-shaped’ 
domains studied here. This would add to such works as those of Niethammer 
[16], Eiermann and Niethammer [6], Eiermann, Niethammer, and Varga [7], 
and Eiermann, Li, and Varga [5], which we discussed in the Introduction. 
Also of interest is the paper of Smolarsky [22], where so-called boomerang 
regions arise from preconditioning. Capturing the spectrum of B within 
elliptical domains of convergence is studied in [2]; in a series of papers 
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[12-141, Manteuffel uses Tchevbyshev polynomials to dynamically or adap- 
tively compute (among other things) the optimal ellipse parameters. 

Extending Parallelism 
In Section 7, we limited our discussion to two processors [see (9.4) and 

(9.5)], a result of taking consistent auxiliary matrices (4.1). Allowing a 
dimension of p X p would allow for p processors, which should produce 
significant improvements. 

The author wishes to thank the referee for the many suggestions and 
helpful comments which influenced this paper. 
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